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Animal jam hidden secrets

Hello Jammer! Welcome back to another post about.... Hidden secrets of Jamaa! This is part 2 of Hidden Secrets in Jamaa. For the first part, click here! This time we will look at the famous and well-known Jamaa Township and the cold, frozen Mt. Shiveer. Let's start with Jamaa Township! Here is a little piece of land that is usually forgotten. It's good for hide
and seek! :D I think the darkness and rocks are from the Temple of Zios. There are some interesting signs on the side of Club Geoz. And look! Diamonds lead the way to the Diamond Shop. Hmm, what's a potted plant... orange, I think, plant doing alongside the Diamond Shop? So many questions, so few answers. Ever wondered why Jam Mart Clothes look
like a castle? Me too! XD In addition, there are small, small clothing items sitting outside. Couldn't someone take one and run? :P It's not very safe, what with all the people running around there... So many little things outside Jam Mart Furniture. And the sign says: Everything you need for your lair!. Cute! :) This statue of Mira seems to be forgotten. It's
actually a really beautiful place! :) I like the river and the big trees nearby. Makes this place seem hidden. What a big forest! Must be part of Sarepia Forest. I love it how AJ made all areas seem connected! In Club Geoz, we have two old looking arcade games! They don't look like any of the other games you can buy at Sol Arcade. Don't be fooled by their
deludment. They're not the same game. One is actually Spider Zapper and the other is Phantom Fighter. Zios is on the door with a door handle fixed right in the middle of the face! XD And look! Cracks on the wall! That means the Diamond Shop is old! :P Oooh! Diamonds growing on trees! Why can't we have diamond-growing trees? So much clothes! And
some look unreleased! Also a statue of Mira and there is a wall thing with Zios! :) And a... NEEDLEED BUTTERFLY?! :O XD Funny markings on the wall... And pottery in the pillow room? That's interesting! :D A little perch with some mystery light glowing from the old boards covering the gap in the rocks. What could be in there that would shine so much?
Hmm, a couple of items found in shops and some unreleased items in Jam Mart Furniture. Another Mira statue in the store. Jammers really love Mira, don't they? :D And now on to Mt. Shiveer! So much... Sky. XD I don't think most people even know about all that heaven. So much yellow sky... :P What's on that bag with... Cocoa beans??! XD I see SRI or
SBI. What does that mean?! :P Well, sorry for the short post!! Also, don't forget to enter the giveaway! It ends on July 2 and the winners will be announced on July 4. For more information, check out the post called RIM, Art, and Giveaway. I'll be back with another post on Monday! ^-^ Jam on! You can find three deer drawings around Jamaa, one in the loading
screen of Graham, one in Pathway and one in Art Studio. But... Who is it? Could it be the newest Alpha, Sigurd? Was AJ told us for years that there would be a new animal /Alpha?!?!?!? Did you know that there is an acient dino frozen by the hot pool in Mt. Shiveer? How did it get here? What exactly is it? Could it possibly be Nessie? Did you notice potions in
the knowledge chamber &amp; in Hot Cocoa Hut are they the same?! I wonder who collected these.... Who do you think did?  Have you noticed the cave with a seal on it? Who's the cave is that? Who built it? What's the purpose? There is a mysterious cave with light coming from it in arcade ... what could it be?? What kind of fish is it and why is it in the
Knowlege Chamber? Does anyone study it with the other animals?  Did you know that in Hot Cocoa Hut there is a carving of an animal? Who could this be? Is there a Totem Pole in the making? Who carved it??? Have you heard about secret shop? You have to click right here to access it: And you're leading to a SECRET ROOM called Basement of Secrets.
Click on this pile here to access the store.  Very interesting things here!  If you go up the stairs, you'll be led to the Chanber of Knowledge. Hmm, how did we get from one side of the map to the other! It's one big basement! The Secret Colors – Ice Blue and Magenta Ever Wondered How to Get the Secret Colors Jammers Are Talking About? Tried to get it but
it didn't work? Don't worry, I gotcha! ICE BLUE Zoom your entire browser out to 80%. Typically, this option is located in the upper-right corner. Now click on the edge of light purple. You can see the black oval showing where to click. Do not aim for the actual light purple color, aim for the edge of the color. MAGENTA For this one, each computer varies. Some
people manage to zoom in 150%, others don't. I have personally succeeded with both 110% and 125%. So it may take some trial and error until you find which one is compatible with your browser/computer screen. Try zooming in anywhere from 110% to 200%. Click the edge of the top of the black swatch. I have circled where to click in red, you can click to
view the larger if you need :o) . And again, do not aim for the actual black swatch, aim for the edge of the color, right where black meets with the background yellow. Hope you enjoy! If you need anything cleared up, ask me in the comments! in: Miscellaneous Locations, Available Comments Share Basement of The Knowledge Chamber The Basement of
Secrets is the basement of the Knowledge Department. It was first introduced on January 21, 2016. It was not officially announced by AJHQ on its release, but exactly one year after, on January 21, 2017, it was recognized in a now deleted post on the French version of The Daily Explorer that included a clue to decipher the location of Basement of Secrets.
Despite this, it has not yet been formally Appearance This room seems to be a cluttered basement filled with various ancient artifacts. Many of the assets in the room can also be seen in other rooms of the knowledge chamber, such as the Greely bust statue and container and vial in the foreground. Against the back wall is an arched bookcase containing a
variety of books and trinkets with a wooden ladder leaning against. The left side of the basement has a staircase leading back to the first floor of the knowledge chamber. By clicking on the green chest on the right, the shop can be reached. The ladder is climbable, and clicking on the two candles will light them. Trivia It can be accessed by clicking on a
specific point on the map - a point in the o revealed land territory below Appondale. This location could not be accessed immediately after the world map was updated, but was later again available. The location changed slightly when the world map was updated for the introduction of Balloosh. If a player walks out the stairs, they come out next to the door,
which is close to the doorway to the second floor of the knowledge chamber. Despite this, the room cannot be brought back through the trapdoor. If the candles are clicked, they will ignite. Some of the items that can be seen in the background of this room seem to be directly based on existing objects in the game. The table on the left side of the room with the
bust of Greely and a light sitting on it seems extremely similar to the Beta Table object. The purple banner on the right side of the room seems extremely similar to the Beta Wolf Banner. The sword and belt rest against a table on the left side of the room appear ing extremely similar to Sword and Pirate Sword objects. Gallery Click Expand to view Entry to
The Basement of Secrets Click Expand to view The approximate area that needs to be clicked on the map to access the room. The original area that needed to be clicked before the map was updated. The exact area that must be clicked on the map to access the room. Add a photo to this Miscellaneous Places Available Community Content gallery is
available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Have you ever wondered if there are any hidden rooms, places or secrets in Animal Jam? Jammers are usually curious by nature, so the feeling of adventure is always there. I went out and checked to see if there are any secret and
hidden rooms in Animal Jam. At Animaljamworld, it's already possible to check out extensive reviews of three secret rooms in Animal Jam. The Basement of Secrets, Royal Ridge Shop and The Forgotten Archive. However, we found another secret room, Epic Wonders, and we wanted to go and check out what it's all about! The basement of secrets The first
secret room we're going to take a on is called Basement of Secrets. This room was introduced in Animal Jam back on January 21, 2016. Usually, the people at AJHQ will report these things in advance, in the Jamaa Journal. However, they decided not to do so, and kept The Basement of Secret a real secret. Although The Basement of Secrets has not been
officially introduced, this secret room is still very much part of Animal Jam. It includes a shop, so you can buy the chamber light, chamber light and Chamber Scroll. For a more detailed look at The Basement of Secrets, check out this comprehensive post! Royal Ridge Shop Perhaps one of the oldest secret rooms in Animal Jam is called the Royal Ridge Shop.
This store has been released on March 6, 2014, making it more than four years old. You can find the Royal Ridge Shop high up in Coral Canyons. Look for the Shop, and then look above it. You'll notice that the Royal Ridge Shop is only accessible with flying animals, such as Falcons, Flamingos, Toucans, Owls, and Eagles. Royal Ridge Shop has only seven
items for sale, with their prices being quite high. You can buy a large trunk, stained glass window, Stained glass lamp, Gem-Covered Rug, Royal Archway, Rack of Clothing and Rack of Rare Clothes in the Royal Ridge Shop. We also have a more detailed post at royal ridge shop, which you can check out here! Forgotten Archives Another interesting and
secret room in Animal Jam is the Forgotten Archive. Released on September 14, 2017, this secret room can be accessed by going through the Lost Temple of Zios. Forgotten Archive has some interesting places inside it, such as the shop, the relics and a number of different adventures. Check out this post to learn more about the Forgotten Archive, and all
the attractions you can find there. Epic Wonders Shop The secret room that we will take a closer look at is called Epic Wonders. Have you ever wondered where some of the rich Jammers get all their bling? There is a very high chance that they bought these items at epic wonders store. Let's take a closer look at how to get to Epic Wonders, starting
somewhere in the world of Animal Jam. First click on the world map, because you will probably need to travel. Click on the upper right corner and go to Coral Canyons. Once there, go down and to the right, until you see a waterfall of some kind. If you're watching clearly, you can see the entrance to Epic Wonders through the waterfall. To enter the Epic
Wonders, simply walk through the waterfall and into the cave itself. The first store can be accessed by clicking on the blue orbs. The second shop is located above the blue orb, and is in the form of a green orb. To access the green orb, you have to go up the stairs and click on it. You will notice that the items in the stores at Epic Wonders are very expensive.
The items must be exclusive, not many Jammers can afford them. Epic Wonders store sells the most expensive item in any Animal Jam, which is Gold Brick. If you want to own a Gold Brick, be prepared to spend 10,000 Gems on it, each! The most expensive clothing items can also be found in the Epic Wonders store, which is the Golden Bow and Arrows.
The set goes for a price of 4,500 Gems. That's basically all epic wonder's secret room has to offer. Be sure to check out the stores regularly. Sometimes, Animal Jam items get moved to Epic Wonders. It's not clear why AJHQ is doing this, but it's worth giving it a look. Do you know of any other secret or hidden room in Animal Jam? Be sure to leave a
comment on this post and share your results! Results!
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